
 

 
 2018 Best Practices 

 
Topline advice: 

● Start with the basics: Upgrade to a free business account to get all the insights & analytics                 
afforded to creators, and claim your website so we can give you attribution for your content                
across Pinterest. 

● The best Pins represent the best ideas—they’re inspirational and actionable. Create Pins that             
have a clear audience, and are engaging for that audience. 

● Focus on finding an authentic audience on Pinterest. Our system will then do the work of showing                 
your content to more people who might also be interested in your Pins. 

● When optimizing content for Pinterest, use all the tools you use for SEO (relevant keywords, high                
quality landing pages, etc.). 

● Be patient and stick with it. Unlike social networks where all of your audience reach typically                
happens in the first 24 hours, your content on Pinterest will continue to grow over the course of                  
months or even years. Publishing consistently over consecutive months is the best way to build a                
dedicated audience. 

 
Art of the Pin: Image  

● Bring your best ideas. People come to Pinterest to find ideas from brands and businesses like                
you, and they’re actively looking for new ideas to try. 

● Use eye-catching images. Pinterest is visual, so images that stand out and say something about               
what you offer will give you an edge. Lifestyle images are often more effective than product shots.                 
Much of what works in print ads works on Pinterest (angles, graphic backgrounds, color, use of                
space, etc.) 

● High resolution, high quality images will always look best.  
● Steer clear of clutter. 80% of Pinners use Pinterest on mobile, so check out your Pin on mobile                  

to make sure the message is easy to digest (and text is legible in the feed and closeup). 
● Use a vertical aspect ratio. Pins are organized into columns, so vertical images take up more                

space and stand out more. The ideal aspect ratio for a vertical Pin is 2:3—600px wide x 900px                  
high. Square images—600px wide x 600px high—can work well, too. Make sure your Pins don’t               
exceed the 2:3 ratio because they’ll get cut off and/or distributed less frequently. 

● Consider adding (a little) copy. If your image doesn’t give enough context on its own, add copy                 
to the image to help land your message. Just don’t go overboard.  

● Add tasteful branding to convey credibility and help people understand who the Pin is coming               
from. Either include your product or packaging in your image, or your logo (we don’t recommend                
both in the same image). Pro-tip: Avoid logo placement in the corners of the Pin, or it will get                   
covered up by our visual search icon. 

● Use multiple images in your Pin. This works especially well for food, DIY, and beauty content                
creators who show how-to steps. It also works well for outfit, roundup and before/after Pins.  

 
 
 

https://business.pinterest.com/en/blog/how-drive-sales-multi-product-pins


Art of the Pin: Title and description  
● Provide helpful, detailed descriptions. Pins with descriptions drive more clicks to your site than              

those without. If your objective is to drive clicks, use the description to hint that there’s more to                  
see on your website. A strong call to action—like “shop," "make," "find," or "buy"—will encourage               
people to take the next step.  

● Use good keywords. Think of the Pinner’s mindset when she’s looking for content like yours,               
and then incorporate those keywords. For example, if you're a food blogger with a Thanksgiving               
recipe, use words like "Thanksgiving" and "recipe.” Or if you're a financial services company              
trying to reach new home buyers, try "home purchase" and "financial help.” Pro tip: Search can                
help you find keywords. For example, if your Pin is a roast chicken recipe, search for “roast                 
chicken” on Pinterest. You’ll see suggested searches for “roast chicken whole” and “roast chicken              
oven,” and search guides like “simple” or “cast iron”. All of these are great keywords you can add                  
to your description (if appropriate!).  

● Add up to 20 relevant hashtags. Pinners use hashtags to discover trending, relevant content.              
Hashtags should act as broad search terms, not niche humor (#springfashion is great,             
#ilookterribleinhats is not).  

 
Special formats 

● Enable Rich Pins to add extra info to Pins from your website. And if you update details on                  
your website, they’ll automatically update on Pinterest too.  

● Utilize Video Pins to bring your ideas to life with motion and sound. To use up as much                  
screen space as possible, make sure your videos are designed for mobile, and are either square                
or portrait. Shorter videos work best when you want Pinners to discover you (if your goal is                 
awareness or storytelling). Go longer when you want people to do something with your idea               
(great for education or tutorials). Either way, make sure your message comes across even if the                
sound is off. 

● Create Shop the Look Pins to make your inspirational images actionable. We’ve partnered             
with ShopStyle Collective to make it easy for you to create and publish Shop the Look Pins. That                  
means you can make head-to-toe shoppable looks for your audience, reach more people on              
Pinterest, and earn more money in the process.  
 

When and how to save Pins 
● The first five Pins you save each day will be prioritized for distribution. You won't get dinged                 

for having a lot of Pins—just aim to keep them organized in relevant boards. It’s a good idea to                   
save Pins regularly, rather than all at once. Consistent, daily activity is better than a once-a-week                
flurry.  

● Always include links. When people click a Pin, they expect to be taken to a landing page so                  
they can learn more about your idea. We don’t distribute Pins with broken links. 

● It’s okay to link multiple Pins to the same destination. In fact, it’s good to save a variety of                   
images that appeal to different types of Pinners. Just make sure to add specific descriptions for                
each Pin—it’ll improve your SEO. 

● Lean into trends. People come to Pinterest well in advance of the season, holiday or event                
they’re planning for. Start saving Pins about upcoming trends, seasons and holidays around 45              
days in advance. Then keep adding more ideas daily, and maintain a steady pace. 

● Save to the most relevant board first. It’s okay to save a Pin multiple boards, but save to the                   
most relevant one first—that Pin will get distribution priority. Saving to irrelevant boards won’t help               
and may hurt the distribution of your Pins. 

https://business.pinterest.com/en/rich-pins
http://www.shopstylecollective.com/pinterest


● Add your content to Pinterest while it’s fresh. We prioritize Pins that are new to the world and                  
to Pinterest, so as soon as you create new content on your site, save it to Pinterest as well. 

 
Boards 

● Name your boards wisely. Make sure your board names are specific and relevant to your               
audience (and contain good keywords). Avoid adding extra spaces between letters.  

● Create at least 5 boards which are cohesive and specific 
● Organize your boards with sections, where it makes sense. For example, a Spring Fashion              

board could be divided into sections called “Dresses,” “Shoes,” or “Bags.” 
● Optimize your board for search. Add keywords in your board description and pick a board               

category to help Pinterest better understand your content. You can add both of these from the                
board editor.  

 
Your profile and followers 

● Upgrade to a free business account so you’ll have access to insights and other pro tools. 
● Claim your website to unlock analytics for all Pins saved from your website. And when you claim                 

your website, we recognize all your content and give you attribution for it throughout Pinterest. 
● Authentically grow your following. We distribute your content to your followers first to figure              

out what’s resonating. From there, we distribute your best performing Pins to other people who               
are looking for ideas like yours. Building an audience that engages with your content is one of the                  
keys to unlocking further distribution. You can help grow an authentic audience by encouraging              
your loyal customers to follow you on your website or through your other channels. We’ll do most                 
of the work for you by recommending you as someone to follow for Pinners interested in your                 
content. 

● Optimize your profile to appear in search results: Consider updating your username, your             
business name, and your bio to tell Pinners who you are and what type of content you create.                  
You’d be amazed what a big impact a good profile picture can make 

 
Your website 

● Optimize your website for Pin clickthroughs. We prioritize Pin clickthroughs with low bounce             
rates, so prioritize fast page load times and avoid pop up ads. 

● Make sure your landing page makes sense for the Pin. When someone clicks your Pin,               
they’re looking for more info about it. Make sure that the Pin’s image appears on the landing                 
page, and the page’s content matches the Pin description. 

● Add the Save button to your website. The Save button increases saves up to 5 times because                 
it’s easier, faster and more intuitive for people to save your content to Pinterest. 

● Create compelling, concise and relevant blog post titles. If you have Rich Pins enabled, the               
titles you use on your blog posts will be automatically added to your Pins when people save your                  
content to Pinterest. 

● Make sure Pins from your site have good descriptions. Fill your descriptions with relevant              
keywords. If you run your blog on a blogging platform, you can use a platform plugin to add the                   
description and image that you want people to use when they save content from your website.                
Alternatively, if you aren’t using a plugin, add your description to the “alt text” of your image. 

● Add the Follow button to encourage your biggest fans to follow you on Pinterest without leaving                
your site.  

 
 
 

https://business.pinterest.com/en/creating-your-account
https://business.pinterest.com/en/confirm-your-website
https://business.pinterest.com/en/blog/introducing-a-new-follow-button


In your other channels 
● Share your content. Get more eyes on your Pins by sharing them with your audience through                

social, email or other distribution channels. Driving people directly to your Pins builds             
engagement and helps your Pins gain momentum. 

 


